Abstract. Carrier aggregation (CA) technique is introduced by 3GPP to support higher data rate transmissions over up to 100 MHz frequency bandwidths in LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) systems. However, the use of CA brings new challenges to radio resource management (RRM). In this paper, we propose RRM algorithms, involving resource block (RB) scheduling and power allocation.
Introduction
Carrier Aggregation (CA) technique is introduced into LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) systems [1] [2] , as an efficacious method to significantly improve spectrum efficiency of mobile communication systems. A user equipment (UE) supporting CA technique is supposed to be equipped with multiple independent radio frequency chains (RFCs) and can be simultaneously scheduled on multiple component carriers (CCs). Nevertheless, the application of the CA technique brings new challenges, especially in terms of radio resource management (RRM) of LTE-A systems. Computation complexity of RRM is greatly intensified when resource blocks (RBs), power and CC are jointly considered.
There have been a few literatures on resource allocation of CA systems [3] [4] [5] . These works are under a similar study framework that first decomposes the complex allocation problem into several subproblems, and then solves these sub-problems step by step. Although the decomposed framework may not get the optimal solution comparing with jointly allocation, it can significantly reduce.
Given the solution of CC-allocation, RB-allocation can be further grouped into two categories: Independent scheduling in each CC (IC) and Across-CC scheduling (AC). IC scheme refers to allocating RBs in each CC without considering others. The advantage of IC scheme is the compatibility with existing RB-allocation algorithms in LTE system. However, IC scheme is obviously a suboptimal solution. On the other hand, AC scheme takes all CCs into consideration when allocating RBs, and it hereby can achieve an overall better resource allocation than that of IC scheme. The main drawback of the AC scheme lies in the higher complexity. In [3] , the authors proposed a quasi-AC scheduling algorithm that upgrades from IC scheduling by taking past UEs' throughput over all aggregated CCs into account. In [4] , a generalized AC scheduling was proposed, which introduces two fairness weighting factors, and proves that the proposed AC scheduling can offer higher utility than that of IC scheduling. In [6] , the authors proposed a maximum system utility (MSU) scheduling algorithm, by which the best CC is allocated to one narrow-band UE until the total utility cannot grow anymore.
However, most of the aforementioned algorithms are inspired by the idea of the greedy algorithm to maximize certain utility function in each allocation, so these methods often achieve the sub-optimal solution and there is margin to improve the quality of the solution. To solve the RB-allocation efficiently, in this paper, we investigate the problem under the given CC-allocation, and design a modified greedy algorithm based on a RB exchange strategy. Finally, to further balance the tradeoff between fairness and sum capacity, under the condition of the given CC-allocation and the RB-allocation results before, we also investigate the Power-allocation by using particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, a kind of heuristic method, to make this work complete.
System Model
We consider a LTE-A system comprising M CCs and K UE. 
where N 0 is the two sided spectral density of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN); W is the bandwidth of each RB, Fairness is an important performance metric in multiuser wireless communication systems [9] . By exploiting user fairness, we can explicitly control the capacity ratios among UEs, and ensure that each UE, especially for cell-edge UEs, achieves the expected data rate. In this paper, we adopt Jain's index to evaluate fairness the same as in [9] , ( )
:
The maximum value of Φ = 1 will be achieved when R 1 = R k , ∀k. In order to make sure that every UE can be scheduled in each allocation, we define a non-continuous point Φ = 0, if there is a UE k whose R k = 0.
The goal of this paper is to find the optimal resource allocation to maximize system sum capacity while guaranteeing fairness among UEs. Mathematically, the problem can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem as, The constraint C1 implies that a UE can transmit data over S CCs at most; C2 indicates that each RB can only be assigned to one UE at a time; C3 means the total power of all RBs should be positive but less than the power limitation total m P of CC m, ∀m; and C4 is the fairness constraint. The initial problem in Eq. 4 is a typical mix-integer nonlinear programming (MINP) problem, which is believed difficult to be solved in polynomial time. Here, we adopt a skill of transferring objective function that combines the constraint C4 into the original objection function. The rationale behind this transformation follows the proposition described below.
Proof: Suppose there is a solution (ψ', ρ', p') that satisfies with 
According to Proposition 1, the initial problem can be transformed into the following one, ( To simplify problem (P ), we adopt a decomposed framework that decomposes the problem into three suboptimal problems, CC-allocation, RB-allocation and power-allocation. In this paper, we assume that CC allocation results are given. We solve RB-allocation under the given CC-allocation results and approximate power-allocation, the problem of power-allocation can be derived naturally. The decomposed suboptimal problems can be written:
( 1 P ) can be solved by the algorithm proposed in our previous work [7] . In the following sections, we will present the respective solution to ( 2 P ) and ( 3 P ).
Resource Block Allocation
In this section, we investigate the RB-allocation problem under the given CC-allocation results and estimated power-allocation. We assume that power is equal distributed on all RBs of the same CC. define the virtual power 
We also define To solve the RB allocation problem, we use a greedy RB-allocation algorithm in [9] and [10] at the first place. Then, we present a RB exchange based greedy algorithm for RB allocation using the ratio of channel fading between two UEs in the same CC. This algorithm is mainly inspired by our previous work [11] on subcarrier allocation problem of OFDMA system.
Greedy Resource Block Allocation Algorithm (MG-RBA).
We first discuss the RB-allocation problem based on [9] and [10] . The intuition behind this greedy algorithm is to maximize the sum capacity by taking advantage of multiuser diversity as possible, while maintaining a coarse proportional fairness. Based on the greedy allocation, we design a modified greedy RB-allocation algorithm (MG-RBA) to make it suited to our problem.
The proposed MG-RBA algorithm consists of two stages. For the first stage, each UE selects one RB on the allocated CCs in sequence. After that, the UE with minimal capacity has the priority to select the best one of rest RBs. This procedure repeats until all RBs are assigned to the corresponding UEs.
RB Exchange based Resource Block Algorithm (RE-RBA).
Based on the proposed MG-RBA algorithm, we further proposed an RB exchange based algorithm (RE-RBA) to further balance the tradeoff between sum capacity and proportional fairness. Specifically, for given solution ρ of MG-RBA, we can obtain the capacity R k , ∀ k under the assumption of equal power distribution. After that, the algorithm finds the minimal capacity UE k min and its maximal capacity CC m max . Then, we adopt a conservative strategy to exchange RB from some UE to UE k min within CC m. According to [11] , the candidate RB n * transferring to k min with lowest loss of sum capacity has to satisfy condition After RB-allocation, we can further improve the objective by distributing power on each RB. Substituting the obtained ρ with the given ψ into problem ( 3 P ), the power allocation can be seen as a constrained continuous variable optimization.
In this section, we propose a heuristic method based on the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. In contrast to other heuristic methods, PSO has better global searching capability at the beginning of the run and a local searching capability near the end of the run thanks to the connections among particles [12] . The standard PSO algorithm consists of the following steps. (1) Construct the particle to map the solution of interest problem, (2) Create the topology of particle swarm (particles' position), (3) Calculate fitness value for each particle and find out the best particle, (4) Updating particles' position, (5) Repeat step (3)- (4) until the stopping criterion is satisfied. Alone with the standard PSO algorithm, the procedure of the proposed CE based power allocation (PSO-PA) is explained as follows.
Step 1(Particle Construction): Assume there are Z pso particles. We denote vector ( ) m z n particle in the vector is a power value.
The particular particle structure is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Accordingly, we denote the vector velocity z with the same structure as the velocity of the zth particle, and initialize it as the following expression： Step 2 (Topology Creation): The target of topology creation is to initialize the position particles (the value of each element in particle z ) and its velocity. We randomize all particles around equation power distribution by the following expression:
Step 3(Particle Adapting): The process of particle adapting is to evaluate the current particle position and pick out the best one for particle updating and the final solution. Each particle is comparable based on a fitness value that is related to the objective function and the constrain conditions. As to the problem ( 3 P )， we define the fitness function of each particle using the penalty function skill [13] :
The fitness function is composed by two parts, where min k R k (ψ, ρ, particle z ) indicates the minimal capacity of all UEs according to ψ, ρ and the current position of particle z, and λ is a penalty function to ensure the constraint C3 can be satisfied. The expression of λ is () Pparticle as the known highest fitness value of particle z and the corresponding position, respectively.
Step 4 (Particle Updating): After adapting, we should update the particle position and its velocity to approach the excepted optimal solution. According to the suggestion in [14] , the particles are manipulated according to the following equations: 
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where c 1 =c 2 =2.05 and χ ≈ 0.729. The algorithm will repeat step 3 and 4 until the stopping criterion is reached. In this paper, we use the maximal iteration times T PSO as the stopping criterion.
Simulation and analyses.
Parameter setting. The COST-231 Hata model is considered [15] for large-scale path loss as in a LTE-A network. The corresponding parameters are the same as in our previous work [7] . Other important parameters in the considered LTE-A system are list in Table 1 . Number of samples in PSO Z PSO 100 Maximal number of iterations in PSO T PSO 500 RB Allocation. The cross entropy-based greedy algorithm for CC-allocation (CEGA-CCA) proposed in our previous work [7] is implemented in the simulation at the first place. On the basis of the obtained CC-allocation result, we show the convergence of the proposed RE-RBA algorithm in Fig. 2 , where the start points is the performance of the MG-RBA algorithm. As shown in Fig. 2 , the RE-RBA converges to a stable solution with only several iterations. Furthermore, it is observed that all performance metrics can be improved with the increase of iterations, which indicates the capability of the proposed algorithm to drag the search out of the local extreme. Fig. 2 The convergence of proposed RE-RBA algorithm with different performance metrics
We also present the comparison results of CEGA-CCA without RB allocation, the GA-BRA and RE-BRA in Table 3 . In contrast to the result without RB allocation, the proposed GA-RBA algorithm has better performance in terms of minimal UE's capacity and sum capacity, but slightly worse in terms of fairness. This is because the GA-RBA facilitates better use of multi-user diversity. As the enhanced method, the proposed RE-RBA is superior to the others in all aspects. Compared to the non-RBA case, the RE-RBA algorithm can obtain 1.7%, 0.01% and 2.2% improvement in terms of minimal UEs capacity, fairness and sum capacity, respectively. Fig. 4 Power distributions after using the PSO-PA algorithm Power allocation. Given the results of CC allocation and RB allocation, we can further improve the objective of problem ( 3 P ) using the proposed PSO-PA algorithm. The performance of the proposed PSO-PA algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . As the increase of iterations, there is a slightly improvement in terms of minimal UE's capacity and fairness, but the sum capacity decreases. This indicates that the power allocation just plays a fine adjustment role in all resource allocation process. We also show the detail power distribution in all RBs. As shown in Fig. 4 , we can see that the power limitations in all CCs can be satisfied well, which verifies the effectiveness of our designed fitness function in Eq. 14. As shown in Table 2 , it is obvious that the system performance in terms of minimal UE's capacity and fairness is improved by the proposed PSO-PA algorithm.
Conclusions
In this paper, we considered the RRM problem of LTE-A system with CA technique. Jointly resource allocation involving CC-allocation, RB-allocation and power allocation is mathematically formulated. On the base of our previous work, we present a greedy RB-allocation algorithm (GA-RBA), as well as its modified version (RE-RBA). Furthermore, a PSO-based power allocation algorithm is also proposed. Simulation results verify that the proposed algorithms are efficacious to improve system performances.
